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Letter to the Editor 

Comparison of outward transmission potential between 

vaccinated and partially vaccinated or unvaccinated 

individuals with the SARS-CoV-2 delta variant infection 
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Dear Editor: 

Initial data after the rollout of COVID-19 vaccines revealed more 

han 90% effectiveness with infrequent breakthrough infection ( 1 ). 

urthermore, individuals with breakthrough infection had a lower 

nitial genomic viral load than unvaccinated individuals with se- 

ere acute respiratory syndrome-coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) infec- 

ion, so transmission potential from those with breakthrough infec- 

ion was low ( 2 ). However, data on the comparison of transmission 

otential between fully and partially or unvaccinated individuals 

ith SARS-CoV-2 infections in the era of the delta variant are lack- 

ng. We thus compared the secondary attack rate and viable viral 

hedding kinetics with viral culture and subgenomic RNA detec- 

ion through the dense sampling of respiratory specimens between 

ully vaccinated individuals and partially or unvaccinated individu- 

ls with SARS-CoV-2 delta variant infection. 

This prospective study was conducted during the delta variant- 

ominant era (September 1, 2021 to January 31, 2022) in South Ko- 

ea in patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 admitted to Asan Medi- 

al Center in Seoul, South Korea. Patients infected with the delta 

ariant aged > 18 years were included. All enrolled patients were 

nstructed to submit daily saliva samples. SARS-CoV-2 genomic 

T-PCR and subgenomic RT-PCR were performed on the collected 

aliva samples, and culture-based virus isolation was performed on 

enomic RT-PCR positive samples. The study protocols were ap- 

roved by the institutional review board of Asan Medical Center 

IRB No 2020-0297). 

Genomic and subgenomic PCR was performed the same method 

s described in our previous studies ( 3 ). A cut-off value of negative 

onversion in genomic and subgenomic PCR was a cycle threshold 

Ct) of 36, equivalent to a viral copy number of 2.6 log copies/mL, 

 95% limit of detection. Culture-based isolation of SARS-CoV-2 

rom saliva samples was performed through a plaque assay using 

ero cells. Culture methods followed those detailed in our previous 

tudy ( 4 ). 

All patients were investigated for the number of close contacts 

uring their infectious period (from ≤2 days before symptom onset 

n symptomatic patients or ≤2 days before the diagnosis day in 

ases of asymptomatic patients to isolation)(3), and the number of 

ontact individuals who were diagnosed with SARS-CoV-2 infection 

ithin 1 week of contact. Definition of close contacts were found 

n our previous study ( 3 ). 

A total of 82 patients were enrolled between September 2021 

nd December 2022 and were initially interviewed about sec- 

ndary attack rates (Supplemental Fig. 1). Among them, 22 pa- 

ients who refused to submit daily saliva specimens were excluded. 

f the remaining 60 patients, 5 and 6 were excluded due to unde- 
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinf.2022.06.002 
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ectable or inconclusive RNA PCR results and confirmed non-delta 

ariant infections, respectively. Finally, a total of 49 patients were 

nalyzed in this study. Of these, 19 patients (40%) were vaccinated, 

nd the remaining 30 (60%) were unvaccinated or partially vacci- 

ated groups. Vaccinated patients were older (median 68 years vs. 

4 years, p < 0.001) and included more males (61% vs. 35%, p = 0.03)

han the unvaccinated or partially vaccinated group (Supplemental 

able 1). 

Of the 65 individuals with SARS-CoV-2 infection who had a 

econdary infection, 39 were transmitted from unvaccinated or 

artially vaccinated patients, and the remaining 26 patients were 

rom fully vaccinated patients. The fully vaccinated patient group 

howed a statistically significantly lower secondary attack rate 

han the unvaccinated or partially vaccinated groups (4% vs. 14%, 

 < 0.001). 

Viral clearance between the vaccinated group and the partially 

r unvaccinated group was consistently insignificant in genomic 

NA PCR (median 15 days, 95% CI [12 – NA] vs. more than 26 

ays, 95% CI [18 – NA], p = 0.15; Fig. 1 A), even after multivariable

nalysis (HR 2.81, p = 0.24; Supplemental Table 2). On the con- 

rary, there were significant differences in the negative conver- 

ion of subgenomic RNA detection between the vaccinated and the 

on-vaccinated groups in the multivariate and univariate analyses 

median 5 days, 95% CI [4 – NA] vs. 16 days, 95% CI [13 – NA], 

 < 0.0 01: Fig. 1 B, HR 18.78, p < 0.0 01; Supplemental Table 3 and

ig. 2). Moreover, full vaccination was significantly associated with 

aster viral clearance (median 5 days, 95% CI [4 - NA] vs. 11 days, 

5% CI [9 – 14], p = 0.0013: Fig. 1 C and Supplemental Fig. 2). This

ssociation was consistent in the multivariable analysis (HR 5.18, 

 = 0.001; Supplemental Table 4). 

Our previous study reported that fully vaccinated individuals 

ad a lower secondary attack rate than partially vaccinated or un- 

accinated individuals ( 3 ). However, given the low number of fully 

accinated individuals in this study (n = 6), we could not detect a 

ignificant difference in the duration of viable viral shedding be- 

ween the two groups that was a different viral shedding kinetic 

ohort from the cohort for the calculation of the secondary attack 

ate ( 3 ). Nevertheless, this prospective cohort study builds on our 

arlier publication ( 3 ) with a different independent cohort involv- 

ng more fully vaccinated or partially vaccinated and unvaccinated 

ospitalized patients with COVID-19 at varying degrees of severity. 

e evaluated the secondary attack rate and viral shedding kinet- 

cs in the same cohort and found that fully vaccinated individu- 

ls with SARS-CoV-2 infection had lower transmissibility than par- 

ially vaccinated or unvaccinated individuals. In addition, this study 

howed that the fully vaccinated individuals with SARS-CoV-2 in- 

ection more rapidly achieved viable virus clearance than partially 

accinated or unvaccinated individuals with SARS-CoV-2 infection. 

An earlier study on breakthrough infection after the rollout 

f COVID-19 vaccines revealed a lower initial genomic viral load 
eserved. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinf.2022.06.002
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jinf
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jinf.2022.06.002&domain=pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinf.2022.06.002
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Fig. 1. Comparison of cumulative viral clearance in vaccinated vs. unvaccinated or partially vaccinated group. Kaplan-Meier curve of daily cumulative negative conver- 

sion rate of genomic RNA PCR (A) showed no significant difference between fully vaccinated and not or partially vaccinated group, whereas subgenomic RNA PCR (B) and 

viable virus isolation by cell culture (C) showed statistically significant differences. Red bar indicate cumulative clearance of viruses in not or partially vaccinated group. Blue 

bar indicate cumulative viral clearance in fully vaccinated group. 
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n vaccinated individuals with SARS-CoV-2 infection than unvacci- 

ated individuals ( 2 ). In contrast, several studies conducted in the 

ra of the delta variant revealed that initial or peak genomic viral 

oad was similar between fully vaccinated and partially or unvac- 

inated individuals with SARS-CoV-2 ( 5 , 6 ). However, data on the 

ole of vaccination in facilitating faster clearance of viable viral 

hedding are limited ( 7 ), although breakthrough infections in fully 

accinated individuals exhibited a faster clearance of genomic viral 

oad than unvaccinated individuals ( 6 , 8 ). Our study demonstrated 

hat vaccination was associated with faster clearance of viable 

iruses by viral culture and subgenomic RNA detection through the 

ense sampling of respiratory specimens. 

In conclusion, fully vaccinated individuals had a lower transmis- 

ion potential in secondary attack rate and duration of viable viral 

hedding than partially or unvaccinated individuals. 
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